International Extrusion Corporation

Aluminum Extrusions Up to 30 feet

At International Extrusion we extrude quality aluminum products for almost any application. Our aluminum extrusion process is continuously monitored to insure the highest industry standards.

Our 2-7" presses and 2-8" presses allow us to provide exceptional volume with a wide range of capabilities to serve our client’s needs. Difficult and challenging shapes, high quality processes and finishes with close tolerances are our standards.

Our skilled professionals coupled with our sophisticated modern equipment enables us to offer you very competitive prices.

You’ll be confident of complete accuracy and precision. Your designers and engineers won’t compromise their ideas and plans because our equipment and employees are up to every challenge. When you require intricate custom extrusions, depend on International Extrusion to design and produce dies to your exacting specifications.

At International Extrusion the entire extrusion process is simple and hassle-free for you. Our efficiency, customer service and engineering support were created by blending the best people, equipment, systems and facility; you can be assured that your products will be delivered on time.

- High tolerance solid or hollow shapes
- Specializing in 6000 series aluminum
  - Turn-key production to save you time and expense
  - Full fabrication capabilities
  - Full finishing capabilities including anodizing and wet paint
  - Finest people, equipment and systems for better control
  - Excellent service from print to production
  - Quality control at every phase
- Warehousing services available

You get it all from International Extrusion, including turn-key service for your simplest or most complex jobs. And it’s all done in-house, in a large facility with plenty of room to make it just the way you want it. Take a closer look:

800-274-6249
Modern Packaging Department

Your projects wouldn’t be complete if they didn’t leave International Extrusion correctly tagged, labeled and packaged. As part of our total quality control program we have built an efficient and modern packaging department staffed with highly trained people utilizing the latest equipment. Whether your project requires individual separation, interleaving, bundling, cartoning or skidding we know that our job doesn’t end unless we do our part to assure that your products get to you on time and in good condition.

800-274-6249
Horizontal and Vertical Wet Paint

International Extrusion’s modern on premise wet paint facility is there to meet your needs. Our high speed vertical paint line allows us to meet the customer’s requirements on large volume jobs. We can paint lengths from 12’ to 28’ on our vertical line. Our QC efforts earned IEC the rights to be listed as a PPG and Valspar certified applicator.

In addition to our high speed vertical line, we have a state of the art horizontal wet paint line on premise. Our horizontal paint line allows us to meet our customer’s requirement on small volume jobs. We can paint extrusions as small as 1” in length, as well as radius material no greater than a 5’ arc.

Anodizing

Anodized finishes prevent oxidizing and provide a hard, durable surface. We have the expertise to skillfully match the critical colors you require. Our QC process includes careful inspection of your products prior to “racking” and then additional inspections at completion. IEC is registered as an AAMA certified anodizer.

Shrink Wrapping

IEC’s state of the art shrink wrap machine uses a 115 gauge 3” stretch film. Stretch wrapping our customer’s extrusion bundles helps eliminate the need for steel banding and helps protect against environment elements.

Shipping

You will like the expert way we handle and package your aluminum extrusions so that they arrive at your facility in excellent condition and on time, as promised. We carefully check product before it is shipped and pack it to minimize chance of damage. As a result, you can expect your order to arrive in good shape, ready to use.

800-274-6249
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At International Extrusion Our People Work For You!

Friendly, Knowledgeable Customer Service

When you call International Extrusion’s Customer Service Department, you’re always greeted by friendly professionals who understand that your time is valuable. You can count on us to respond quickly and knowledgeably. We’ll work closely with you so you achieve complete satisfaction. As an added convenience, call us toll-free... and we’ll demonstrate that the customer really does come first at International Extrusion.

Skilled Engineering

International Extrusion’s engineers work closely with your engineering staff and product managers to provide the most technically advanced extrusion solutions. Your plans are reviewed and if necessary, suggestions for die design and product improvements are presented for your approval.

Our engineering department can custom design and build manufacturing equipment to achieve greater productivity and often times lower manufacturing costs which are passed on to you... allowing you to be more competitive and profitable.

Absolute Quality Control

Foremost in your mind... and in everything we do at International Extrusion... is attention to quality control. To begin with, QC starts with working only with the best materials available, at International Extrusion we only use certified (serialized) aluminum stock.

Our QC staff communicates closely with you. Your projects are thoroughly discussed and your engineering drawings carefully reviewed well before any production begins. We prefer to be problem preventors... as compared to problem solvers.

Our QC department has the ability to meet your documentation requirements. Whether you need specific SPC information, documented QC procedures, or QC manuals we are there to meet your requirements.

International Extrusion Corporation

800-274-6249
The International Extrusion Commitment

We are proud of our facilities and equipment…but we are most proud of our professionals. Many of them have been in the extrusion industry for decades. They know that you need a dependable resource partner and they know that your satisfaction is what drives the success of today’s business.

Our turnkey – all under one roof philosophy results in efficient productivity. With locations in northern and southern California, Texas and Indiana, no crucial time is lost or expense added shipping your products from outsourced suppliers…It’s all completed at International Extrusion.

Our experience enables us to provide total turn-key solutions for you, whether it be a particularly large order, an unusual shape or size, a tight deadline or a combination of many requirements. Yes, we are an extrusion company… but we are also much more. Rest assured… International Extrusion will provide quality and value that will enhance your own success and profitability.

ALUMINUM EXTRUSIONS FOR:

- ADVERTISING
- CONSTRUCTION
- ELECTRONICS
- FURNITURE
- LIGHTING
- MANUFACTURING
- RV’s
- TELECOMMUNICATIONS
- TRANSPORTATION
- CABINETS
- CONTAINERS
- CURTAIN WALL
- WINDOWS
- SHORING
- STRUCTURAL
- TRAILERS
- CUSTOM SHAPES
- STANDARD SHAPES
- HOLLOWS
- SOLIDS
- PATIO ENCLOSURES
- POOL ENCLOSURES
- EXHIBIT DISPLAYS
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